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Abstract
The simulation of the energy demand at the city or the
district level is a research area under full development.
The applications are numerous for engineers
(management of heating networks, photovoltaic and
shares energy…) as well as city planners or urban
planning decision makers. This work thus aims at
contributing to the development of methods and tools for
simulation applied to urban territories. These tools are
different from the actual tools which are centered on the
behavior of one building in an urban site. Described
methodology consists in a decomposition of the city in
districts, each district being represented by a set of
buildings. The electrical analogy models representing
each building are assembled in a global state model and
then mathmatically reduced to represent the district.
These state models representing the districts are
assembled and reduced to represent the city. It is
necessary to adopt a quite particular structure of the state
models so that these operations of assembly are possible.
This procedure is described in the present paper, the
results obtained on large territories are presented and they
prove the effectiveness of the method.

Introduction
Urban energy simulation is a developping field in today’s
engineering research. As the modelling of building units
has been strongly developped in the past decades,
multiples researches are today focusing on extending its
domain of application to the urban scale. From
environnemental sustainability, to urban relisience and
economic purposes, many reasons make the urban
modelling essential for the future development of our
cities. Thus, as urban population and cities’ sizes keep
growing, the policy makers in metropolitan areas need
tools to assess the evolution of the stocks and flows.
Cities are composed of different units: from informal
settlement to multi-function buildings. These typologies
are then associated in different urban tissus, linking the
building energy consumption in a global grid. This makes
the modelling process complex, time consuming and
difficult to standardize (Kämpf, 2007). Some researches
have proposed procedures to categorize the different types
of buildings, leading to the concept of archetype
(Ballarini, 2014). On one hand, these archetypes have

demonstrated their utility and efficiency while calculating
building loads (Sousa Monteiro, 2017). On the other hand,
the data associated to the building units is sometimes
inexact or inexistent. Large amounts of ressources and
time are needed to establish a detailed GIS (Geographical
Information System) of a city. Moreover, some of the
variables defining the building consumption are related to
the user behaviour and additional models should be taken
into account. Other studies are related to simulate
properly urban phenomena, like microclimats, and have
been studied separetly (Mavrogianni, 2009; Strzalka,
2011) Thus, some researches have been focused on
coupling multiple urban models in order to cover the
maximum range of physical phenomena (Bouyer,
2011;Gracik, 2015).
Modelling the city physical phenomena that define its
energy consumption is a multi-scale problem, as it
depends on many sources and needs large amounts of
data. Globally, it is possible to encounter two different
approaches in urban simulation: the top-down and the
bottom-up . The first one consists in modelling a urban
system by using global indicators to adress its total energy
consumption, then additional techniques to simulate
single buildings consumption are required. On the other
hand, bottom-up models rely on physical models, defining
the load of each building and finally leading to the
simulation of the entire urban system. In this paper, a new
methodology for bottom-up modelling using space-state
models is presented and discussed.
In the hypothetical case that the data are fully available
(hoiwever, if data does not exist, tools will have no
practical relevance and if no tools exists nobody will
make the effort to produce the necessary parameters: this
is a vicious circle), the definition of large urban systems
using detailed building models is highly time consuming
and needs larege computational ressources. Hence, the
importance of defining simplified models of heat and
mass transfer remains a key issue in building modelling.
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Nomenclature
SSM
RSSM
Ta
Tw

Space State Model
Reduced Space State Model
Air temperature
Wall mean temperature

In our paper, the use of Model Order Reduction (MOR)
techniques in urban simulation is adressed in an attempt
to produce highly-reduced models. The MOR techniques
have been used in multiple fields from mechanics to
energy simulation and have been the subject of numerous
PhD thesis and publications.
In building simulation area, theyMOR haS been used at
the building component scale (Gao, 2004, 2007), at the
building scale (Laret,1980; Roux, 1980; Kim, 2014) and
more recently at urban scale (Kim, 2015; Dall, 2012;
Perez, 2015).

Methodology
In the urban context, the large number of buildings
makes the total size of the system of equations to be
solved very high. Even using very simplified analogy
models for each buidings or zones in buildings, the
computational time could be very high. This concerns
calculation times, but also problems in the management
of the computer memory, related to the size of the
matrices involved in this particular context.
For example, N. Perez et al (Perez, 2015) used a
simplied RC model for each buiding (or zones in
buildings) in their study. The four order state model
(Figure 1) has been compared, in BESTEST procedure, to
the TRNSYS Type 56 results.

district (1000 buildings), shows that, even using
“powerfull” computers, simulations at the district or
Text
Ouside temperature
Tsky
Sky temperature
Incident solar flux on orientation k

urban scale could be a problem.
The methodology presented in this paper combines the
use of sub-structuration of the studied domain and of
Model Order Reduction technics to propose a solution to
the large scale computation problem.
The main goal of this research development is to
produce highly-reduced models that are easy to use and to
implement by most professionals and urban planners.
The multiple reduction processes, illustrated in
Figure 2, combine the substructuring of the global
problem (decomposition of the city in districts) and state
models reduction techniques.
Mixing these two technics allows to avoid the creation
of a very large system of differential-algebraic equations
while keeping an acceptable accuracy of simulation
results.
Sub-Structuration consist in the decomposition of the city
in N districts. Then for each district i the assembly of the
buildings state models give the district state model called
SSMi:

Figure 1 : DIMOSIM mono-zone building model
(R7C4)
For the annual simulation (case 2 : one building), the
computational time for a 60 minutes time step simulation
is about 1s and for a 5 minutes time step about 10 s.
It is well known that computational time can be
expressed, at leat, as Ct1 = α n12 (Ct = α n3 for badly
conditioined problem), α and the exponant depending of
the computer, the programmer, the numerical methods
and the langage used to codethe problem (n1 beeing the
number of differential equations to solve). With n2
equations to solve Ct2= α n22. So if we compare two
simulations, one with one building and one with 1000
buildings, n2/n1=1000 and then Ct2/Ct1=(1000)2. That is to
say that the computational time for 1000 buildings district
(using Figure 1 model for each buidings and a 1h time
step) is Ct2 = 1000000 s ~ 12days (120 days for a 5
minutes times step simulation).This exapmle, for a little

Figure 3: Assembly of building state models
Tt =(T1, T2, Tn) : Ti=temperature at capacitive node i,
=δT/δt and U= sollicitation vector, Ut= (Text, ϕN,
ϕNW, …. ϕT, P).
Using MOR technics, the Reduced State Models (RSSMi)
of each district is obtained. The assembly of the matrices
of these reduced models gives the “Single reduced
(SSM)” state model of the city. This model can be further
reduced : 2RSSM.
Figure 4 illustrates how RSSMi models of districts or
2RSSM model of the City can be used.
If necessary, all the RSMM models are used to manage
energy demand of each districts, if not necessary the
global model (2RSSM) is used for management of City
energy demand.
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Figure 4 : Use of RSSMi and 2RSSM models
• Use of RC models
IN our work, we use a simplified R5C2 model (Fraisse,
2002) (Figure 5), but the described methodology is still
valid for all the models, whatever the order (i.e. the
number of differential equations. In fact, what is
important here is that the model of each building can be
shaped as a state model:
The second strong assumption is that the solicitation
vector U is the same for all the buildings. If not, assembly
of elementary matrices representing each building (SSMi)
could not be possible. This assumption will be discussed
hereafter.

Figure 6: Incident solar projection : 8 cardinal and one
“top” directions
This « strong » assumption at the building scale is
acceptable at the district scale and has been validated in
L. Frayssinet (Frayssinet, 2018) thesis, using the MoDEM
platform. Then the matrices describing the simplified
model are summarized in equations (1), (figure 7).
In air-conditioning mode, the internal temperature is
fixed, Ta = Tset and then the equation (1) can be simplified
in:
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Where U1t = (Text, ϕN, ϕNW, …. ϕT) and Ut=(U1,Tset)

Figure 5 : Modèle analogique 3R2C
All the described phenomena are supposed to be linear (or
linearized) and time invariant (Kim, 2014 ; Kämpf, 2007).
Incident solar flows are projected following 8 directions
(Figure 6) and one “top” directions (ϕN, ϕNW, …. ϕT).

2

Then, equations (2) represents the state model
associated to building “k” and Yk (the “observation
vector”) is here reduced to qk = energy demand of building
k to obtain Tset temperature.
• Model of a district
The assembly of the n set of equations (2) of the n
buildings of the district i gives the SSMi state model and
observation equation Y.
In the following step of the methodology, for each
district, the state model (3) (figure 8) is first diagonalized

(basis change), then reduced.
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In equation (4), dim (
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The Model Order Reduction (MOR) technics consists in
a series of mathematical methods aiming to reduce system
size while maintaining a high level of accuracy. The
Moore’s technique, used in this work, has been first
developped by B. Moore (Moore, 1981) and has shown
good stability in building load simulation when applied to
linear and time invariant systems (Kim, 2014). Equation
(5) is then the RSSMi reduced model of each district:
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order state model (equation (2)), then the city state model
will be of order N.
- Double reduced model 1 (2R1): The double-reduced
model (O1=2 for RSSMi), O2=2 for 2RSSM)) is obtained
following the methodology presented in this paper (Figure
2). The observation vector is fully detailed for the N
buildings, thus, the model provides all the information
about the energy load, for erach building. Then, the city
state model (Figure 9) will be of order 4 and the
dimension of observation vector Y will be: dim(Y) = N.
- Double reduced model 2 (2R2): It is defined in the
same way as the 2R_1, but the observation vector is
condensed in a single term (as presented above). This
decreases the model versatility but increases its
calculation speed while maintaining its accuracy. Then
city state model (Figure 9) will be of order 4 and the
dimension of observation vector Ywil be: dim(Y)= 1.
• Morphology of 2R1 and 2R2 models
During simulation, state model is solved step by step
(hour by hour in this study) and at each step:
- the 2R1 observation vector line i (Yi) contains the
energy load for each building i
- the 2R2 observation vector Y contains the energy load
for the whole city (Y=Σ Yi)

(5)

• Model of a City
The model of the city is obtained by the aggregation of
the reduced models of the districts in a manner similar to
that seen above for districts (SSM model). After assembly
of equations (5), the later is reduced by Moore's method.
Then, it is expressed as the state model (6) which is of
order 1 (2RSSM model of Figure 2) for the cases
presented in the paper.

2R1 model

(6)
2R2 model
Results
All the calculations have been performed using a Lenovo
Thinkpad P50 (Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-6820HQ
@2.70GHz, 32GB RAM DDR4) and with a code written
with Matlab 2017a.
The input parameters used for city representation are
based on real data and climate data are those of the city of
Incheon in South Korea
This paper, as a preliminary study of the potential of this
methodology, will focus on analyzing the results of the
following models:
- Reference Model (REF): it consists in the solution,
one-by-one, of the N buildings composing the analyzed
urban system. This model is defined using a RC approach,
where each building model, as defined above, is a first

Figure 9: Morphology of 2R1 and 2R2 models
• Computational time
Table 1 shows the comparison of city size (N: number of
buildings) of total computational time for REF model and
2R1 model. The study of the computational times for the
construction of the city model and the annual simulation
of hourly power demand shows a remarkable decrease in
calculation cost. In fact, for the largest case (1000000
buildings) and for 2R1 model, about half of the time (78
s) consist in performing the double reduction.
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The computational time dedicated to simulation is about
64 s. Figure 10 shows details for each case.
Let say that the time spent in construction of agragated
matrices is negligeable.Half time concerns reduction of
state model and half time resolution of equations.

Figure 10: Computational times details
To obtain evolution of energy demand all year long (hour
by hour) at the city scale, 2R1 model runs 200 times faster
than REF model and 2R2 runs 1500 times faster but with
lower information.
• Energy load simulation
Concerning the annual simulation of hourly load (building
by building), the results obtained for a city of N = 100,000
buildings are illustrated in Figure 11. Positive values are
related to heating load while negative ones refer to
cooling load.

Figure 11: Energy demand at the city scale

In Figure 13, a zoom is realised, and the relative
error is maximum (4.5 %) for t = 346 h. Then the
reduced model performs in a very similar dynamic
evolution compared to the reference and, during the
year, relative error in estimating the hourly energy
demand remains very low.

Figure 13: Annual demand and error Zoom

Discussion
From an energetical point of view, the needs for effective
resource management makes the city-scale modelling an
important research topic.
A new platform MoDEM has been developed (Frayssinet,
2018; Frayssinet, 2018), allowing to test impact of
simplifications in heat and mass transfers at city scale.
Once the adapted model is produced, the methodology
proposed in this paper is applied.
What is new in the methodology is:
- the platform allows to organize the chosen linearized
models in state model form (equation (4))
- in order to make model reduction technics efficient, the
assumption concerning solar fluxes (summarized in
Figure 6) has been tested with MoDEM. The formulation
of a common “solicitations vector” for all the buildings
makes the assembly of the “buildings” model possible.
- Sub-structuration of the city in districts and double
reduction of state models gives very low order models,
even when “building by building” hourly energy demand
is calculated.
The examples developed in the paper, by varying the
number of buildings, and the very simple RC model
chosen, illustrates well the effectiveness of the method
without restricting its generality.

Conclusions

Figure 12: Annual energy demand and relative
error (N=100,000 ; n=200)
The relative error is less than 6% for the year, while
90% of the points remain below 3% (Figure 12).

In this paper, a new methodology is proposed in order to
analyze energy needs and/or allowing the study of
management at the large scale (city, district or building).
It consists in mathematical model order reduction applied
to different city scales.
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The results show the good behavior of the model in terms
of precision and speed of construction or simulation,
whether on a year-round (consumption) or hour by hour
basis (annual hourly energy demand). Thus, the proposed
methodology, in multiple steps, using sub-structuring
technics, shows its ability to adapt to various systems of
any size (city, district, building) and offers the possibility
of management analysis at these different scales. It is also
possible to use it for modelling and simulation of energy
grids. It is also possible to use it for modelling and
computation of urban heat grid by coupling it to other
tools. Thus, more broadly, the low calculation cost
associated with the possibility of coupling with other
models offers the possibility to use it in processes of
management, optimization or even urban design.
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Figure 2 : Double recduction scheme for a city
Table 1: Comparison of computational time for different city scale (N = number of buildings)
N

1,000

5,000

10,000

50,000

100,000

REF [s]

41.6
(~0.01 hour)

1426.7
(~0.4 hour)

2664.3
(~0.74 hour)

13292.1
(~3.7 hour)

27062.2
(~7.5 hour)

2R1 [s]
(times faster)

1.4
(~30)

2.97
(~480)

6.63
(~400)

50.98
(~260)

136.64
(~200)

2R2 [s]
(times faster)

1.2
(~35)

2.16
(~660)

1.9
(~1400)

8.29
(~1600)

17.44
(~1500)
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